Pharmacotherapy Specialty Review Course PRACTICE EXAM (NO CE/Recert Credit Credit) - (Cert # L209308)

Teaser: The online practice exam is a compilation of questions to help you prepare for the pharmacy specialty board examination. With this practice exam you can download the correct answers and link to the reference source, and domains, tasks, and knowledge statements.
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Overview
The Pharmacotherapy Specialty Review Course Practice Exam is a compilation of practice questions to help you prepare for the Board of Pharmacy Specialties (BPS) Pharmacotherapy Specialty examination. The practice exam questions are based from content discussed in the Pharmacotherapy Specialty Review Course. The course is designed based on the domains, tasks, and knowledge statements developed by BPS for the examination, and provides in-depth review of patient care issues for practitioners in pharmacotherapy. For more information on preparatory materials see http://elearning.ashp.org/catalog/ptherapy-review

How to Use the Practice Exam:
- Take the online practice exam as a diagnostic tool to identify knowledge gaps.
- Obtain a score.
- Print the answer key after submitting your answers. Answer key includes correct answers and corresponding rationales, reference sources, and the domains, tasks, and knowledge statements.
- Take the practice exam as many times as you wish.

To maintain its strict, independent standards for certification, BPS does NOT endorse or provide review information, preparatory courses, or study guides for Board Certification Examinations.